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Improve Internal Efficiency

Clearwater’s automated reconciliation process compiles 
and aggregates disparate data and provides 
consistent and validated information to ensure the 
accuracy of portfolio holdings. With Clearwater’s 
precise and timely data, you are empowered to 
analyse and act on data instead of compile and 
manipulate data.

Integrate into Your Solvency II Process

The Clearwater solution provides an output of data 
vital to your overall Solvency II monitoring and 
reporting process. This aggregated and validated data 
can be incorporated into your Own Risk and Solvency 
Assessment (ORSA) procedures and included in a  
custom input file to upload to SCR calculation software.

Access EIOPA Reports

Clearwater provides an extensive suite of QRT 
templates and the flexibility to create a variety of  
additional supplementary reports through its powerful  
user interface. These templates contain a combination  
of Clearwater calculations, third-party data, and client- 
provided data, simplifying Pillar III reporting and 
integrating with your larger Solvency II filing process.

Client Servicing and Expertise

Clearwater’s dedicated client services team has 
extensive experience with the intricacies of the 
European insurance industry. Clearwater acts as an  
extension of your team, providing up-to-date industry  
insights and dedicated client support to help overcome  
the complexities and challenges of Solvency II.

Proactive Regulatory Updates

Clearwater is actively engaged with EIOPA, and our  
experts closely follow new validations, Q&As and  
guidance issued to ensure that Clearwater’s Solvency II  
solution remains best in class. Clearwater’s market 
experts regularly reach out to EIOPA on behalf of  
clients to clarify and challenge ambiguous regulations. 
Clearwater’s Solvency II clients do not have to risk 
missing important industry updates, insights and 
changes to the QRTs with the help of our proactive 
and forward-looking specialists. Clearwater’s monthly 
product enhancements ensure both clients and the 
Clearwater system are prepared for updates before 
they happen.

Clearwater's automated, integrated, accurate, and transparent solution seamlessly navigates Solvency II challenges while 
streamlining investment accounting, reporting, and analytics. Clearwater’s solution for Solvency II includes the application of  
EIOPA business validation to promote an accurate and efficient filing process, inclusion of supplementary client-specific  
data points, provision of EIOPA Pillar III QRT templates to assist with filing, and file extract to upload to your Solvency Capital 
Requirement (SCR) calculation software.
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EIOPA Ref # Field Name Validation Test Validation Test Formula

C0210 Issuer Group Code This must be blank when CIC ##9#, ##71, ##75 I = must be blank when CIC= ##9#, ##71, ##75

C0100 Par Amount Where CIC third character is ##71 or ##9#,     
par amount should be equal to zero

P=0, when CIC=##71, ##9#

C0250 CIC CIC code's third and fourth characters must be 
a valid CIC category and subcategory as per       
CIC table

N ="XXXX"

GLEIF Issuer Data Source

Clearwater uses the Global Legal Entity Identifier 
Foundation (GLEIF) as an issuer data source for Solvency II  
regulatory reporting. The GLEIF is a not-for-profit,  
open source foundation under Swiss law that works closely  
with the European Supervisory Authorities to incorporate 
the LEI into supervisory practices within the European 
System of Financial Supervision. By aligning with the  
EIOPA’s LEI framework, Clearwater’s Solvency II clients  
can benefit from greater data consistency and transparency  
that is regulator approved.

CIC Flexibility

The Complementary Identification Code (CIC) is a  
four-digit mandatory asset classification schema for 
financial reporting, which represents geographic as well  
as instrument-specific information. Clearwater generates 
a CIC for all securities in the database based on 
Clearwater’s interpretation of the guidance and feedback 
from the market, clients and regulators. 

The subjective nature of the guidance resulted in different  
interpretations in the market. As a result, the same 
security can be correctly assigned a different CIC by 
different parties. To accommodate this requirement, 
Clearwater provides the ability for client-specific override 
of CIC where appropriate.

These validations are loaded on the Clearwater system, and regulatory-specific validation checks on Pillar III data (including 
third-party data sources) are run every day to ensure your data is accurate, consistent, and up to date. For a smoother and 
more accurate filing process, your Clearwater account manager monitors the validation checks and proactively communicates 
when the entity is ready to be filed.

EIOPA business validations are used to ensure that filing entities consistently and accurately report information to Solvency II  
regulators. These validations go beyond typical checks on accounting data, focusing solely on Solvency II-specific fields. 
Since EIOPA validations rapidly evolve, insurers often encounter issues or unexpected changes to the data format when filing.

Business Validations Promote an Accurate & Efficient Filing Process

Data Consistency and Identifier Data Source



Clearwater’s ever-growing collection of Pillar III QRT templates are available with one simple click. The Statement  
Download tool provides instant access to your templates and streamlines Solvency II data collection for SCR calculations.

Filing with Clearwater

Templates and SCR Calculations Input File

Reports are ready to incorporate into a complete Solvency II 
template, and the SCR calculations input file is ready to upload.

Data Points Provided in Clearwater’s Templates

Solvency II requires the incorporation of many client-specific  
data points often unavailable from custodians, asset managers,  
and other third-party sources. Clearwater’s flexible system 
allows clients to incorporate their own specific and subjective 
Solvency II data points into QRT templates alongside Clearwater’s  
calculations, Solvency    II classifications (LEI, Group LEI, NACE,  
CIC, etc.), and data from Clearwater’s third-party data providers.  
This integration eliminates the need to manually input data 
into Excel documents for each report filing.

With the intuitive, web-based Custom Field Manager,  
client data can be uploaded in bulk or edited individually to 
allow for a quick creation and an easy maintenance process. 
The Solvency II Templates document outlines each of the 
Solvency II QRT templates and the data source (Clearwater  
or client) for each data point in each template.
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